MUTUAL FUND DISTRIBUTION AND SUB-ACCOUNTING FEES

In this guidance update, the staff of the Division of Investment Management outlines its views on issues that may arise when registered open-end investment companies (“mutual funds” or “funds”) make payments to financial intermediaries that provide shareholder and recordkeeping services for investors whose shares are held in omnibus and networked accounts maintained with mutual funds. In particular, the guidance addresses whether a portion of those payments are being used to finance distribution and therefore, if paid by a fund, must be paid pursuant to rule 12b-1 under the Investment Company Act (the “1940 Act”).¹

Many of the issues discussed in this guidance were brought into focus by a recent sweep examination of a number of mutual fund complexes, investment advisers, broker-dealers, and transfer agents. These exams studied, among other things, the payment of fees to financial intermediaries characterized as non-distribution related sub-transfer agent, administrative, sub-accounting, and other shareholder servicing fees (collectively “sub-accounting fees”).² These exams, which were a joint initiative of the Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations and a number of other offices and divisions of the Commission, highlighted the need to clarify and update our existing guidance.³ They also raised questions as to whether, in some cases, a portion of fund-paid sub-accounting fees may have been used to pay for activities that are primarily intended to result in the sale of mutual fund shares (“distribution” or “distribution-related activity”).

Mutual fund fees have a direct impact on investor returns. For example, because investors may evaluate funds based on the specific levels of 12b-1, management, and other fees, potential mischaracterization of fees may lead them to invest in funds that they would not otherwise have selected. As discussed in greater detail below, in light of this possibility, as well as the potential for the inappropriate use of fund assets and the prohibition of rule 12b-1(a) on a mutual fund directly or indirectly paying for distribution-related activities outside of a rule 12b-1 plan, the staff recommends that:
Regardless of whether a fund has, or is considering adopting a 12b-1 plan, mutual fund boards of directors have a process in place reasonably designed to evaluate whether a portion of sub-accounting fees is being used to pay directly or indirectly for distribution.

As part of this process, advisers and other relevant service providers provide sufficient information to inform the board of the overall picture of intermediary distribution and servicing arrangements for the mutual fund, including how the level of sub-accounting fees may affect other payment flows (such as 12b-1 fees and revenue sharing) that are intended for distribution.

Advisers and other relevant service providers inform boards if certain activities or arrangements that are potentially distribution-related exist in connection with the payment of sub-accounting fees, and if they do, boards evaluate the appropriateness and character of those payments with heightened attention.

**Background**

The use of omnibus accounts by broker-dealers and other financial intermediaries has increased significantly in recent years. Because a single omnibus account held by a mutual fund’s transfer agent represents the share balance of many beneficial investors being serviced by an intermediary, these accounts may reduce the burdens of recordkeeping and other services transfer agents traditionally provide to fund investors. As a result, the financial intermediary performs many of the typical transfer agent services for fund investors whose shares are held in an omnibus account, and may offer other services to shareholders. Mutual funds or their service providers often enter into arrangements with financial intermediaries to compensate them for providing these services, which are sometimes referred to as “sub-accounting” arrangements. Fee structures for the provision of these services vary and may be paid from mutual fund assets (e.g., pursuant to a 12b-1 plan or through non-12b-1 shareholder service fees), or by a fund’s investment adviser, by a fund’s distributor or transfer agent or other service provider, or any combination thereof.

Rule 12b-1 prohibits mutual funds from engaging, directly or indirectly, in the financing of any activity which is primarily intended to result in the sale of fund shares except pursuant to a 12b-1 plan. As noted in the 12b-1 Adopting Release, this prohibition applies not only to payments that are clearly identified as distribution fees, but also to payments that are ostensibly made for some other purpose, but which, based on the facts and circumstances, are used in ways that finance distribution. Rule 12b-1 is designed to help control the conflicts of interest that can arise when a mutual fund
pays for distribution expenses out of its assets, where an adviser and other relevant service providers may be incentivized to encourage the fund to bear distribution-related expenses to help it grow and maximize assets under management, increasing fee revenues.\textsuperscript{10}

Mutual fund directors generally oversee the reasonableness of fees paid out of fund assets and the relationships between funds and their service providers.\textsuperscript{11} This oversight generally includes board approval of contracts for, among other things, adviser and principal underwriter services, as well as approval of any 12b-1 plan.\textsuperscript{12} In addition, advisers have a fiduciary duty to either eliminate conflicts of interest, or mitigate the conflicts and provide full and fair disclosure thereof.\textsuperscript{13}

**Board Process**

The staff notes that there is a potential for sub-accounting fees to be used to pay for distribution. This circumstance is most likely to arise when the recipient of the payments also distributes the mutual fund’s shares. The adopting release for rule 12b-1 makes clear the Commission’s view that directors bear substantial responsibility for determining whether fees paid by a mutual fund are for distribution. For example, the release noted that:

> If a fund makes payments which are ostensibly for some other purpose, and the recipient of those payments finances distribution, the question arises whether the fund’s assets are being used indirectly. The Commission’s position has been and continues to be that there can be no precise definition of what types of expenditures constitute indirect use of fund assets. That judgment will have to be made based on the facts and circumstances of each individual case. Under... rule 12b-1, fund directors, particularly the disinterested directors, would bear substantial responsibility for making that judgment.\textsuperscript{14}

In the staff’s view, when the *recipient of payments for services also finances distribution* (for example a mutual fund distributor\textsuperscript{15} or an intermediary that distributes fund shares), it raises a question as to the direct or indirect use of fund assets requiring relevant input from the fund’s adviser and other relevant service providers and the informed judgment of the fund’s board.\textsuperscript{16}

Given the possibility for sub-accounting fees to be used for distribution and the prohibitions in section 12(b) of the 1940 Act and rule 12b-1, the staff recommends that regardless of whether a mutual fund has, or is considering adopting a 12b-1 plan, fund
boards of directors have a process in place reasonably designed to assist them in evaluating whether a portion of fund-paid sub-accounting fees, if paid to intermediaries that distribute fund shares, is being used to pay directly or indirectly for distribution. Considering that the mutual fund’s adviser and other relevant service providers are typically involved in recommending that sub-accounting fees be instituted or increased, and thus may be subject to conflicts of interest if they reduce payment obligations that the adviser or its affiliates might otherwise bear, the staff also recommends that advisers and relevant service providers provide or arrange for the provision to boards any necessary information to assist boards in this evaluation process.17

Many boards have already established processes designed to assist them in making such an evaluation. For example, some boards apply the framework established by the staff in the 1998 Letter on mutual fund supermarket fees. In the 1998 Letter, the staff expressed the view that if a mutual fund pays a fee for participating on an intermediary-sponsored fund platform (a “supermarket fee”), then the fund’s board is responsible for determining what, if any, portion of the fee is for distribution-related services and what portion of the fee is for non-distribution-related services.19

The staff notes that the same types of factors and analysis as described in the 1998 Letter may serve as a useful framework in establishing a process for a mutual fund board to evaluate whether a portion of fund-paid sub-accounting fees is or is not being used to pay directly or indirectly for distribution. However, in adapting the 1998 Letter framework to a process for evaluating the character of sub-accounting fees, a board might generally consider also requesting information from the adviser, other relevant service providers, and intermediaries about a number of other issues. Relevant additional information would likely include, but is not limited to:

(i) information about the specific services provided under the mutual fund’s sub-accounting agreements;
(ii) the amounts being paid;
(iii) if the adviser and other service providers are recommending any changes to the fee structure or if any of the services provided have materially changed;
(iv) whether any of the services could have direct or indirect distribution benefits;
(v) how the adviser and other service providers ensure that the fees are reasonable; and
(vi) how the board evaluates the quality of services being delivered to beneficial owners (to the extent of its ability to do so).21
As part of existing processes, some mutual fund boards also have established maximum allowable sub-accounting fees to be paid with fund assets. Such caps are often based on the level of fees the mutual fund would otherwise pay its transfer agent for the sub-accounting services performed by the intermediary, or are based on industry surveys or benchmarks obtained from third parties. These caps are often established as a result of the board’s finding that any sub-accounting fees paid in excess of the limits are likely for distribution (or are otherwise too high for shareholders to bear), and thus they require that any sub-accounting fees paid in excess of that cap must be paid pursuant to a rule 12b-1 plan or from adviser-or other service provider-paid revenue sharing or other sources. However, the staff cautions that fees paid to transfer agents may differ from the fees the mutual fund might pay for the same services obtained elsewhere, and boards may wish to take such information into account when evaluating such fees as a benchmark or cap for fees paid for sub-accounting services. The staff recommends that if boards use fee caps as part of their process, they should carefully evaluate any benchmark used in establishing the cap. Boards may wish to consider whether transfer agent rates used for benchmarking reflect relevant economies of scale, and whether the type and amount of services provided are comparable. In addition, rather than solely determining one maximum reasonable sub-accounting fee rate, directors may wish to consider different payment rates or fee caps to intermediaries depending on the varying kinds of services provided to the mutual fund.

Regardless of the framework or specific process used in making such an evaluation, the staff recommends that boards have a process in place reasonably designed to provide them enough information that they can make an informed judgment as to whether fund-paid fees are being used to pay directly or indirectly for distribution. We note that there are a number of reasonable approaches that a board may take in establishing such process, but in the absence of any such process, it is unclear how a board might make an informed judgment regarding the use of fund assets for distribution and the fund’s compliance with rule 12b-1(a).

In a related matter, as part of the exams, the staff observed that many mutual funds did not have explicit policies and procedures as part of their rule 38a-1 compliance programs designed to prevent violations of section 12(b) and rule 12b-1. If a mutual fund seeks to comply with the requirements of rule 38a-1 through adoption of a 12b-1 plan alone, the staff believes that the fund should have adequate policies and procedures for reviewing and identifying any payments that may be for distribution-related services that are not paid through the plan. The staff further notes that the prohibitions of section 12(b) and rule 12b-1(a) apply also to mutual funds that have not adopted a rule 12b-1 plan, and thus the staff believes that such funds should also have policies and procedures reasonably designed to prevent violations of section 12(b) and rule 12b-1 thereunder.
Providing Boards an Overall Picture of Distribution and Servicing Arrangements

As part of any process to evaluate whether any portion of fees paid by mutual funds to intermediaries that distribute fund shares are payments for distribution, the staff recommends that the adviser and relevant service providers provide sufficient information to inform the board of the overall distribution and servicing arrangements of the fund. The staff believes that if a board is not provided such information, including payment flows from relevant fund service providers, then it would be difficult to make an informed judgment as to whether certain payments by the mutual fund are for distribution, despite ostensibly being characterized otherwise, and to assess conflicts of interest.

In this regard, the staff notes the requirements of rule 12b-1(d), which require a board to request, and parties to agreements related to a 12b-1 plan to furnish, any information reasonably necessary to make an informed determination of whether such plan should be implemented or continued. In addition, advisers have a fiduciary duty to either eliminate relevant conflicts of interest, or to mitigate and to provide full and fair disclosure of the conflict. Thus, the staff believes that this fiduciary duty requires advisers either refrain from recommending the payment of mutual fund assets for distribution or to provide complete information to the mutual fund directors so that they can evaluate the conflict, and determine whether the payment should be made pursuant to a 12b-1 plan.

The staff believes that in order for boards to understand whether the mutual fund is making payments for distribution and to assess any conflicts of interest, advisers and relevant service providers should provide to boards information about sub-accounting payments, and other intermediary payment flows made in support of the fund’s distribution and servicing activities and arrangements that would be relevant to a facts and circumstances analysis of whether the payments could be for distribution. In addition, the staff recommends that advisers and other relevant service providers provide boards with information sufficient for them to evaluate whether and to what extent sub-accounting payments may reduce or otherwise affect advisers’ or their affiliates’ revenue sharing obligations, or the level of fees paid under a rule 12b-1 plan. In the staff’s view, this information is likely to be relevant to the board in making a judgment as to the distribution character of a sub-accounting payment, and may also be relevant to its determination of whether a 12b-1 plan should be implemented or continued.
Indicia that a Payment May be Used to Pay for Distribution

Certain activities and arrangements observed during the recent examinations may raise concerns that a payment, though ostensibly not for distribution-related activities, may in fact be (at least in part) a payment for such services. In the staff’s view, the examples discussed here raise questions as to whether fund-paid fees may be for distribution outside of a 12b-1 plan, particularly when these fees flow to intermediaries that distribute fund shares. While none of these situations may demonstrate in and of itself that a non-12b-1 payment is for a distribution-related activity, the staff recommends that advisers and relevant service providers affirmatively provide the mutual fund board with information as to whether the activities or arrangements discussed below occur, and if they do, that the board closely scrutinize the appropriateness and distribution character of such payments as part of its evaluation.

- **Distribution-Related Activity Conditioned on the Payment of Sub-Accounting Fees.** Some intermediaries were observed to condition providing certain distribution-related activity (for example, access to wholesalers, distribution through mutual fund supermarkets, or placement on preferred lists) on a fund’s payment or rate increase of sub-accounting fees. Such conditions may indicate that a portion of the fees paid is for distribution-related services that otherwise would be reduced or eliminated unless the mutual fund or its adviser or relevant service providers agree to the increased fee, rather than for stated recordkeeping or shareholder servicing purposes.26

- **Lack of a 12b-1 Plan.** In some cases, a mutual fund (or fund share class) may not have any explicit provisions for bearing distribution expenses because, for example, the adviser or fund distributor subsidizes fund distribution expenses and/or the funds had not adopted a 12b-1 plan nor imposed sales loads. If a fund does not pay distribution expenses through a 12b-1 plan, sales loads, or otherwise, boards may wish to inquire further regarding how fund distribution expenses, if they exist, are paid.

- **Tiered Payment Structures.** Some advisers have entered into agreements with intermediaries that provide for a number of services (which may include distribution-related activities) that are paid for via tiered payment structures. In these cases, an intermediary may be paid a combination of fees that are paid out of mutual fund assets and revenue sharing. The staff observed that overall payments are often structured (formally or informally) so that any payments are first made from rule 12b-1 fees, then fund-paid sub-accounting fees (generally through an affiliated entity), and finally any balance is paid by the adviser or an affiliate from revenue sharing. Such tiered structures or arrangements raise questions as to what
services the mutual fund actually is paying for, and whether the use of fund-paid fees reduces or subsidizes any fees that the adviser and other relevant service providers might otherwise be responsible for, which would be a conflict of interest.

- **Lack of Specificity or Bundling of Services.** The staff has observed that in some cases intermediaries have not provided a clear list of services provided in exchange for sub-accounting fees, or payments for both sub-accounting and distribution have been bundled into a single contract. The staff believes that such lack of specificity of services provided or bundling with distribution payments raises the question as to whether sub-accounting payments are at least in part for distribution. The staff recommends that any sub-accounting and distribution services be clearly and separately identified and handled appropriately, particularly if bundled into a single arrangement. The staff also notes that in some cases, boards have evaluated whether the overall payment for a bundled set of services or activities is a payment that is primarily for distribution-related services. In our view, this approach is inconsistent with the requirements of rule 12b-1, which explicitly requires that any activity which is primarily intended to result in the sale of mutual fund shares be paid for through a 12b-1 plan, if paid from mutual fund assets. In the staff’s view, regardless of the amount of other activities or services which may be bundled together, if any specific identified activity or service in that bundle is distribution-related, any payments for such identified activities or services must be paid for through a 12b-1 plan, if paid from mutual fund assets.

- **Distribution Benefits Taken into Account.** In some cases, the staff observed that distribution and sales benefits were taken into account by the adviser and other relevant service providers when recommending, instituting, or raising sub-accounting fees. For example, employees of the adviser or relevant service providers whose primary job was to distribute the mutual fund were involved in establishing the level of sub-accounting fees, and often evaluated the overall value of the relationship with the intermediary (or the potential for new sales through that intermediary) as part of the determination whether to recommend instituting or increasing a sub-accounting fee. When such employees negotiate sub-accounting fees, it heightens the risk that distribution benefits or services are in part driving the arrangement. We recognize that mutual fund boards are likely not to be aware of which specific employees are involved in the day-to-day negotiations of particular agreements, but recommend that advisers and relevant service providers furnish information to boards generally about who is negotiating such fees, the process for their approval, and the considerations taken into account, with the aim of informing the board’s fee approval evaluation process.
• **Large Disparities in Sub-Accounting Fees Paid to Intermediaries.** Certain mutual funds pay, either directly or through the adviser or other relevant service providers, disparate sub-accounting payment rates to intermediaries that may be providing substantially the same set of services to the fund. While this may be a result of competitive pressures, depending on the facts and circumstances, such disparities in payments for the same services may also indicate that they are payments for distribution-related activities. An indication that such payments may be for distribution is if the higher payments for the services are being paid to the mutual fund’s newest, largest, or fastest-growing distribution partners in light of the possibility that the fees may incorporate distribution payments as part of the higher payments. Directors may also wish to consider if the services being provided are in fact substantially the same, and if there are differences between the services provided that support different payment rates.

• **Sales Data.** Intermediaries may offer to sell additional “strategic sales data” to mutual funds, their adviser or other relevant service providers, providing information about the demographics of fund investors and other information about top sales partners and channels to obtain better understanding of them. The staff recommends that boards carefully consider the extent to which any payments for such sales data are distribution-related, and thus should be paid pursuant to a 12b-1 plan or from adviser or relevant service provider revenue sharing.

The staff recognizes that mutual fund boards are typically not involved in the day-to-day negotiation of agreements with intermediaries. Thus, the staff believes that mutual fund boards should be able to rely on the adviser and other relevant service providers to affirmatively provide information about the existence of any of these activities or arrangements, as well as summary data about expenses and activities related to distribution-related activities. The staff believes that the board’s role should focus on understanding the overall distribution process as a whole to inform its reasonable business judgment about whether sub-accounting and other mutual fund-paid fees represent payments for distribution, in whole or in part.

The staff also expects that mutual fund directors could receive and rely on the assistance of outside counsel, the fund’s chief compliance officer, or personnel from the adviser or relevant service providers, as appropriate, to assist them in making these judgments. As part of this assistance, it is the staff’s view that the board may wish to request that relevant information be provided in a clear and concise manner, with summaries or overview documents being included to assist them in their review as appropriate. Given that some mutual funds have selling/distribution agreements and service agreements with hundreds of intermediaries, and in many instances, multiple
agreements with the same intermediary, an effective way to obtain an overall picture of the fund’s intermediary arrangements might be to have the adviser or relevant service providers furnish information in such a way that allows fund directors to understand the relevant conflicts and the general context within which the arrangements are made, as well as the specific details of atypical or particularly significant arrangements.

The staff has also observed that in some cases, affiliates of the adviser (but not the adviser) have been the entities actually making payments in support of distribution out of their profits. We note that section 36(b) of the 1940 Act applies not just to payments to the adviser, but also to payments to any affiliated person of the adviser. In cases of mutual funds paying fees to affiliated entities that then make distribution payments, the staff believes that the same analysis applies as boards would use when they evaluate potential distribution aspects of compensation and payments to an adviser as part of the section 15(c) process. As noted, this is a facts and circumstances evaluation to be made by the board of directors in their reasonable business judgment based on information provided by mutual fund advisers and other relevant service providers.

**Conclusion**

Given the growth in omnibus relationships and the various payments to intermediaries, the staff reminds interested parties of the possibility that a portion of sub-accounting and other mutual fund-paid fees may be direct or indirect payments for distribution, which if not paid through a 12b-1 plan, would violate section 12(b) of the 1940 Act and rule 12b-1. To address this risk, the staff recommends that boards have a process in place to evaluate such payments, and that as part of that process, advisers and other service providers provide sufficient information for the board to understand the overall picture of the distribution and non-distribution intermediary arrangements of the mutual fund. The staff recommends that directors pay particular attention to fees paid to financial intermediaries for the servicing of mutual fund shareholder accounts, especially if those intermediaries provide distribution-related activities to the mutual fund. As discussed throughout this guidance, although none of the considerations identified above may be dispositive as to the value of services rendered by, and the appropriateness of fees paid to, financial intermediaries, or their proper characterization, the issues discussed above may be relevant to a board’s evaluation process.
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